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G’day,

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate
or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf

The Exmouth Gulf is a huge part of both the overall eco system and the
Exmouth community and spirit. It’s our local beach, it’s where we gather in
the evenings to be blown away by the beauty. It’s a humbling experience to
look over the isolated body of water at sunset and sunrise. It’s at threat to
be  by major business. I genuinely feel a little bit sick thinking
about having activity of marine industry creeping further into a area as
special as the gulf. I work in the oil and gas industry so I’m aware of the
interference level our activity has on the surrounding areas despite what
their marketing team might lead us to believe.

1. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Whale watching
SUPing
Fishing
Spearing
Exploring in our tinny
Watching sunset
Watching sunrise
Walks
Walking the dog
Gatherings 
Exploring the rock pools and mangroves
Looking for wildlife ‘dugons, rays, dolphins’
Swimming with manta rays
Snorkeling 

1. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around
Exmouth Gulf?

PRAWN TRAWLERS disturbing the water clarity and capturing
indiscriminate catch.

Large oil and gas support vessels having high activity in the gulf. The
disturbance to Sheltering whales alone is enough to make you
uncomfortable. Being a shallow body of water, their large loud presence
would be effecting all of the sensitive eco system.

1. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect
you/your sector or business?

Large industry vessels are an ugly noise scar which lingers in the gulf.



Tourism is the major sustainable industry in Exmouth. Flying into town, the
first thing people see it big gross boats. Eco tourism in the gulf is ran on
the idea of experiencing beatutiful untouched parts of nature. Hard to have
with a 50m rig tender vessel steaming past with a giant Diesel engine
roaring.

1. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed)
that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

I am extremely concerned with the proposal of subsea 7 and the new port
facility. My girlfriend and I have been looking to finally buy a house in
Exmouth. This has been put on hold in fear of the horrible effect these
project will have/start of the amazing gulf and town we feel in love with.

I have working in the 
Having Had 1000’s of interacting with fauna in the Exmouth gulf I have a
intimate understanding of how sensitive the area is. Having worked on
large vessels and in the oil and gas industry  I’m
aware of how impactful it is to the environment and how much we should
have a deep distrust toward large industry.




